RISE OF THE DEAD

An original screenplay by Kenneth Dyson
1st rough draft


EXT.ISLAND - EVEING

We see a cargo ship docked at a local harbor.  It looks like it’s gonna soon leave.  Next we see a prophecy fade into the screen it reads--	

“The Earth shall tremble…..
Graves shall open…….
They shall come among the leaving as messengers of… death
And there shall be….. the nights of terror”

“Prophecy of the Black Spider”

The prophecy fades away,the camera moves to the right and t we see a cabin in the jungle, the camera moves in for a closer look.  As we get closer a male figure comes into focus.

INT.TOM’S CABIN - EVENING

TOM
(To the phone)
Yeah……yeah I’ll be home soon, I’m gonna soon board the ship (he hears a scream
sounds to be like a girl, he walks over to the window, he looks out the window to see
where the noise came from)…….what nuh I thought I heard something…. yeah the ship
should be arriving in New York by tomorrow morning…..alright so I’ll see ya then….ok bye.

EXT.TOM’S CABIN - EVENING

We now see Tom leaving the cabin and heads down a path that leads to the docks

EXT.JUNGLE - EVENING

Tom counties to walk down the path, and then we hear a soft grail that attracts Tom’s attention.

TOM
(To the mysteries grail)
Who’s there?!!!

The grail stops, the man counties to walk down the path ignoring the mysteries nose.  
Then suddenly a zombie jumps out of no where and attacks the worker.


TOM
 (Screaming)
Get the fuck off of me!!!!!!!

The zombie grabs the mans arm and sinks its teeth into the mans arm (in slow motion we 

can see close up on the zombies mouth and we can see blood and saliva hanging from its 

teeth and we can see its teeth going into the mans arm, blood spews all over the ground 

and now it’s back to normal speed) the man pulls his arm from the zombies mouth but 

while pulling it the zombies teeth is cutting the mans arm.

TOM
(Screaming in pain)
Ahhhhhhh!!!!!!!!!

The man falls down and tries to crawl away from the zombie, the man grabs a rock

TOM
(At the zombie)
Get the fuck away from me!!!!!!!

The man hits the zombie in the face with the rock, the zombie falls down but is still alive 

the man gets up and runs to down the path, holding his arm, trying to stop the bleeding, 

we go back to the zombie and we can see that the zombie is getting and we can also see 

its and that its covered with blood.


EXT.HARBOR - NIGHT

TOM
I gotta get the fuck outta of here

The man made it to the docks, his arm is still bleeding heavily, and he starts to head 

towards the on ramp, when one of the ship workers notices the injured man

Concern Ship worker
(At worker 1)
Hey…….Hey buddy you alright?!!!!!

TOM
(At the concern ship worker; in anger)
Get the fuck outta my way!!!!!!!!

The concern ship worker sees that his shirt is covered with blood and looks worried.

EXT.OCEAN - NIGHT

We now see that the ship is leaving the docks and is now heading to New York


INT.TOM’S CABIN - NIGHT

We see the injured worker in his room sitting on the floor sweating and bleeding, his skin 

starts to turn pale

TOM
(In pain)
Ohhhh god what’s happening ta me!!!.....ahhhhhahhhh!!!!!!!!!!!

The camera moves in closer to the mans face, he’s having trouble breathing and then he 

dies, his eyes are wide open, blood starts to drip from his mouth.

The later a man walks into the other mans room and sees the dead man.


Worker 2
(Shocked)
Jesus Christ.

The man goes over to the dead body and tries to get a pulse……….nothing.

The man gets up and goes over to the phone that’s on the wall by the door and calls the Captain.

Worker 2
(To the phone; sad)
Yes get me the Captain please……….Captain it seems that one of our crewmen…. has 

died…….yes I don’t know sir ( the camera is in front of the man on the phone and we can 

see in the background that the dead body is standing up and stairs at the other guy)

Worker 2
Yes sir….but it seems that he has a bite on his arm (the man turns around)


Worker 2
(Scared; shocked)
What the fuck………?

The zombie bites the man on the and brings him down to the ground, blood spews all 

over the wall and we can hear the man screaming for his life, the camera moves to the 

left, the camera faces the wall and then the title fades in, the letters are engraved and

Blood spews all over the letters, spelling out “RISE OF THE DEAD”, the blood continues to drip from 

the letters and the opening credits begin.

LEGEND:NEW YORK

EXT.GANG HOUSE-NIGHT

We can see officers surrounding an apartment building, then a shoot out begins, the 

people that are shooting at the cops are hostage takers……..

Gang member 1
(Excited)
Come on ya mother fuckers!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Cops are getting shot at from every direction…….SWAT now finally shows up.

INT.SWAT VAN - NIGHT

We see the team leader talking to his SWAT officers

John
(Gunshots in the background, to his team; serious)

Alright team listen up......we have ah hostage suction but these assholes have already 

opened fire on are fellow officers....so I suggest we go in n go in fast.

EXT.STREET - NIGHT

SWAT teams are in position

John
(To his team)
........Towers you and Waters follow me the rest of you give us some fucking cover 
fire!!!!!......ok you guys ready.

Towers and Lewis
(All together yes sir)

   John
(Shouting)
LET'S GO!!!!!!!!!

The camera follows the SWAT officers, there making their way across the street, their 

trying to dodging the bullets.

They've made their way across the street and going around the back to catch the hostage 

takers by surprised..........John opens the back door and his team moves in.


INT.GANG HOUSE - NIGHT

John
(Crouching down; whispering to his men)
Alright...... (John looks around) Towers you go threw the kitchen and hold your position

Sean
(To John)
You got it (Towers goes to the kitchen)

John
(To Chad)
Lewis, you move in after me you got it

Chad
(To John)
Yes sir

John
(To Sean Towers)
.......Towers are ya in position?

Sean
(V.O)
Ya I'm ready!

John
(To Chad)
You ready?

Chad
(To John)
Yaw..........

John
(To Sean and Chad)
MOVE IN.....GO GO GO

INT.LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

The officers moved in

All Together
NYPD NYPD GET ON THE GROUND!!!!!!!!!!ON THE GROUND

We see one of the gang members reach for a gun

Sean
(To his team)
GUN GUN GUN!!!!!!!!

They opened fired on the gang members killing them all

John
(To his team; cops outside)
You guys ok (Sean and Chad both say yaw) TEN DAVIS TO SEVENTY DAVID ALL CLEAR

EXT.STREET - NIGHT

We can see the cops taking the hostage of the building and the SWAT officers getting into the car, the screen fades away.

INT.SHIP - NIGHT

We go to the ship and we can see bodies everywhere above and below the ship, we see 

zombies eating body parts and even licking the blood off the wall and floor, then we see a 

zombie on the floor eating a body, ripping the skin off and then the zombie screams and 

then the sound switches to a crowd of people like a boxing match.


INT. Madison Square Garden - Night


Sports Announcer
(V.O.)
Ladies n Gentlemen this should be ah tremendous fight ta night, White vs Conway, for ah shot at the World Heavy Title

We see crowds of people getting ready to see this big fight; the camera goes into the ring

Ring Announcer
(Microphone)
Ladies n Gentlemen in the blue corner weighing at??? Pounds Kelly White!!! (The crowed cheers) and in the red corner weighing at??? Pounds Casey Conway!!! (The crowed boos).

We see the ref go to the center of the ring and calls the boxers to the center, the ref 

explains the rules.

The Ref
(To the boxers)
alright boys I want ah good clean fight, watch ya rabbit punches and ya kidney punches n case the sound of ah bell ya go to ya corner till I tell ya to come out…got it……alright good luck to ya both

The fighters and their trainers go back to their corners; Kelly’s trainer Sam gives him so 

advice

Sam
(To Kelly)
Listen, keep ya jabs up and watch out for his left hook…… (Kelly stairs at Casey not listing to Sam) Kelly Kelly!! (Sam reaches for a towel and smacks Kelly in the head Kelly turns to Sam fast)

Kelly
(To Sam; anger)
WHAT!!!!!!!

Sam
(To Kelly; upset)
Did ya hear whatta fucking said?!!!!!


Kelly
(To Sam; calm)
Yaw…..I heard ya


Now we see Casey and his trainer Jack talking

Jack
(To Casey)
Now listen….this asshole can lose his temper real easily….so do what ya can ta make him lose it

Casey
(To Jack)
Not ah fucking problem man (the bell rings the fighters got up and they begin to fight)


The fight has started Casey gets a few punches on Kelly…….Now Kelly starts to fight back and we can hear Sam in the background.

Sam
(To Kelly; confidence)
That’s it keep going watch ya blocks!!!!!!!

Casey starts to fight back some more then the bell rings, 1st round is over, the fighters 

went to their corners.

Sam
(To Kelly)
Listen ta me your doing great….keep them jabs up and keep you’re fucking blocks up

Now we see Casey talking to Jack

Casey
(To Jack; out of breath)
I think it’s gonna……… be harder....... then I thought

Jack
(To Casey)
Look ya doing fine ok…. Just keep on hitting his ribs (the bell rings both fights got up and begin the 2nd round)

We see Kelly getting hammered by Casey till Kelly lost his temper and tackled Casey, 

Kelly jumps on Casey and starts to whale on him, Kelly’s trainers had to get him of 

Casey, the ref calls the match a disqualification Kelly is pissed.

The Ref
(To Kelly)
You’re disqualified!!!!!!!!!!!

Kelly
(To the ref; pissed off)
WHAT!!!!!!!.......FUCK YOU!!!!!!!!!! (Kelly attacks the ref, everyone started to come in the ring to pull Kelly away, and then later the cops came by and arrested Kelly and dragged in him to jail)


INT.New York - Central Park - Morning

Its morning and we can see a news crew at Central Park reporting the news

Elizabeth
(To the camera)
Good morning New York it’s a beautiful day here at Central Park, here is today’s, the highest will be 90, but don’t stay in the pool long cause we are expecting some showers tonight. This is Elizabeth Boyd reporting live for channel 8, Central Park

INT.Office Building Harbor - Morning

We now see security guards, dock supervisors and other workers walking around and 

working.  Now we see a couple of dock supervisors at a control desk and chatting about 

the fight last.

Supervisor 1
(To supervisor 2)
Hey did ya see the fight last night man?

Supervisor 2
(To supervisor 1)
Fuck yaw I did…..I can’t believe Kelly got disqualified for that shit

The camera switches to the radar and we can hear one of the workers trying to raise em 

because their ship is heading towards them at flank speed.

Worker 3
(To supervisor; worried)
Auh sir…..we’ve gotta problem

Supervisor 1
(To worker 3; confused)
Whatta ya mean we gotta problem….how big (the supervisor goes over to the radar)

Worker 3
(To the supervisor; worried)
This is SS Gondola 5582

Supervisor 1
(To worker 3)
Yaw so what…….

Worker 3
(To supervisor 1)
Yaw will…I can’t…I can’t raise em

Supervisor 1
(To worker 3)
Here let me try (worker 3 gives the mic to supervisor 1)……Skipper SS Gondola this is the New York harbor master do you copy?Skipper SS Gondola you’re approaching the brake water at flank speed reduce at ounce over…..

The supervisor looks out the window and then walks out the building and sees the ship 

heading right towards them, he runs back in and tells everyone to leave

Supervisor 1
(To everyone; worried)
GET THE FUCK OUTTA HERE…..GO GO GO GO

Everyone runs out of the building, the supervisor is the last one out; the camera is facing 

the supervisor while he is running and we can see the ship crashing into the building and 

is still going.

Finally it stops; everyone is shocked to see what has happened

Dock supervisors and security guards are boarding the ship and we can hear people 

telling each others what to do; now we see a security guard calling out to any survivors

INT.-SS Gondola-Morning

A security guard boards the ship

Security Guard 1
(To any survivors; yells)
HELLO IS ANYONE THERE………..HELLO…….( he sees a door that’s opened that was caused by the wreck)

The security guard goes inside the ship

INT.-Inside SS Gondola-dark inside-lights flickering

The security guard has entered the ship, he sees blood and body parts everywhere some 

have been chewed up by zombies, the guard covers his mouth because the stench is

Unbearable to handle.  He pulls out his flash light and makes his way down the hall.

He looks up and notices that the lights are flickering, he continues to move down the hall 

and we can still see more blood and more body parts, then he starts to hear strange noises 

like hissing and low grails, the camera gets in front of him and we can see zombies 

coming up from behind him, when the sealing lights go out for a second more zombies 

appear, the guard turns around slowly and it is dark where he is facing, he points his flash 
Continue
light at the dark area and we can see a mob of zombies with blood, skin and saliva 

hanging from their bloody mouths.  The guard is terrified

Security Guard 1
(To the mob of zombies; scared)
Ohh shit…… (A few zombies moved in closer, the guard pulls his gun out)….GET BACK……. DON’T FUCKING MOVE…… (The zombies go after the guard, he fires a couple off rounds but they don’t kill the zombies)

The zombies grab the guard and started to rip him apart the guard screams for help

Security Guard 1
(For help; in pain)
AHHHHHHH HELLLP MEEE…….

Blood spews everywhere, we can see the zombies ripping off body parts and eating them 

the noises the guard makes attracts anther guard into the ship

Security Guard 2
Hey what the fuck is (then suddenly a zombie jumps out of no where and attacks the guard)


INT.-The Docks

Now we can see that the zombies a leaving the ship and going after the people outside.  

The people outside start to panic and run for their lives but it was to late the zombies have 

already caught them, everyone is getting killed bodies are falling and coming back to life 

to kill more people the zombies are increasing their numbers by 10 folds and the zombies 

are now making their way threw the docks and into the city where there are more people 

to feed on.  SWAT officers and the army are being called in to handle this problem.


INT.-The City Streets-Morning

Off duty officers are being called in.  We see a dozen officers pushing cars into the 

middle of the street to make a wall.

Officer 1
Come on we need more cars!!!!!

Now we see John, Chad and Sean arriving at the barricaded wall.  The get out of their car 

and we see Sean wearing normal street clothes.

John
(To Sean; wondering)
Hey Sean……why the fuck aren’t you wearing your uniform?

Sean
Because I didn’t have any fucking time

John smiles.....The guys went to the back of the car and pulled out their gear, weapons, 

knee pads, elbow pads, ammo clips, vest and helmets

Sean
Goddamn…… it’s fucking out here

Chad
(To John)
Hey John…..I thought the army was gonna be handling this shit… (Chad looks around) where the fuck are they?

John
(To Chad)
I don’t know….looks like we’re on are fucking own

The SWAT officers got ready.  We can see threw out the city the building are catching on 

fire people are getting killed stores are being looted cars are being destroyed or stolen by 

looters and some people are running from the zombies that infecting everyone


INT.-The City streets-Afternoon

The officers are ready and the zombies are coming for them.

Officer 1
(To everyone)
HERE THEY COME…..GET READY!!!!!!!!!!!

The officers looked at the crowds and see almost a thousand zombies heading their way.

John
(To everyone)
LISTEN UP EVERYONE….WHEN I GIVE THE SIGNAL…YOU OPEN FIRE ON THOSE SICK ASSHOLE!!!

The zombies are very close to the officers

John
(To everyone)
FIRE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Everyone opens fire on the zombies but their not dieing.  The cops are worried because their not dieing.

Chad
(To John)
John…..this isn’t working what the fuck are we gonna do

The zombies are getting real close.  The Sgt has no choice but to tell his men to fall back.

John
(To everyone)
EVERYONE FALL BACK FALL BACK COME ON

But it was to late the zombies have already reached them.  The zombies are climbing over 

the cars and jumping on the officers.  John, Chad, Sean and other officers ran down a 

different street because zombies were coming from every direction.

INT.-The Street-Noon

John, Chad and Sean are still running from the zombies.

Chad
(To John)
What... the fuck…. is going John?!!!!!!!

John
(To Chad)
How da fuck should I know... who da fuck do you think I am Mrs. Cleo?

Sean
(To John)
John where the hell are we going?

John
(To the both of them)
Lets jus keep going down this street

They continued to jog down the street and then suddenly more zombies appeared and 

they were surrounded. The guys fired some shots to keep them back. One zombie 

sneaked up on Sean, he turns and falls on his back, his shotgun barrel goes straight into 

the air and then straight into the zombies mouth, the zombie try to grab Sean but he can’t 

reach em.  Sean cocks his shotgun and then pulls the trigger and blows the zombies head 

off, the zombies’ mouth slides down the barrel and the barrel goes right threw the hole in 

the back of the zombies head.  Sean Kicks the zombies body off of his shotgun

John
(To Sean)
(John and Chad go over to help Sean)…..Sean you alright?

Sean
Yeah…I think so

John and Chad helped Sean to his feet and continued to run down the street.

Continue

John
(To the both of them)
Listen we’re gonna head on over to ???????????????? Rodgers team is there

INT.-The Street-Noon

The officers headed to Rodgers team to get some answers about what’s going on

Sean
(To John)
John….this is some fucked up shit man…this is the army’s fucking job…not r’s.

John
(To Sean)
Well when we see them you telling em

Chad
(To the both of them)
I think I see Rodgers Team?

The officers ran to Rodgers team but it was to late his team has already been killed

John
Auh….shit….this can’t be happening

Sean
Oh yeah it’s happening man……it’s happening and we’re all……FUCKED!!!!!

John noticed that one of the bodies is getting up and

John
(To the standing up body)
..hey pal ya alright? (The zombie goes after John)

Sean shots the zombie in the chest and knocks it down

John
(To Sean and to the both of them)
Thanks….come on let’s keep moving


The guys continued to ran and we can see the dead police officers being to rise

INT.-The Street-Afternoon

The officers have made their way down the street but the road was blocked off by lots of 

cars.

Sean
Ahhh FUCK….now whatta are we gonna do?

More zombies appeared down the street and some spotted the officers and ran towards 

them

Chad
….goddamn it we jus can’t catch a break can we?

The zombies are getting closer by the second, the officers opened fired on the zombies it 

may not kill them but at least it would slow them down

Sean
(To John)
Got any ideas John?

John
(To Sean)
No…do you?

Sean
(To John)
No

The zombies have almost made it to the officers till two mysteries guys came out of an 

apartment building and gave the officers some cover fired

Kelly
(To the officers)
What the fuck are you guys waiting for get in?

Brock
(To the officers)
Go we’ll cover you (the officers ran inside the building that the mysteries men came from, then the zombies chased them inside they all ran as fast as they can to the roof….they all made it up and locked the door, when the officers got up to the roof they noticed that there were more survivors still in the city.


INT.-Rooftop-Evening

They all headed to the roof, the officers were thirsty and tired from all that running, the 

survivors crowed around the officers trying to ask a question.

April
O think god…help….hey are there any more of you guys?

Rebecca
What about the army…..are they coming?

Ellen
Wha…what about an evacuation….are they gonna come and get us?

John
Wait wait wait ah goddamn minunte……at least give us ah chance ta fucking breath!!!!!

Brock
…He’s right…..give em some air

John and the other officers sat on the ground

John
Ok…..first sangs first does anybody have any water

Ellen
Yeah…( Ellen goes over to a cooler and grabes 3 bottles of water and brings them to the officers)…..here ya go

John
Thanks ( he takes a drink)…..now to answers all ya’lls questions…we don’t fucking know.  Right now we should jus wait till tomorrow moring and then we can all figure this shit out together….ok

After that everyone jus sat around not talking much jus listing to the screams and sirens 

coming from the city.  Later it starts to get dark and the clouds became a reddish color, 

now we here thundering and lighten, then it starts to rain, a few of them went under a tent 

to get out of the rain but a few of them rather cool off.


INT.-Rooftop-Raining-Dark

Elizabeth
I guess they were right about the rain

John and Sean goes over to the ledge of the building

Sean
( to John)
John how could this shit have happened

John
( to Sean)
I don’t know……..It doesn’t take long for the world to fall apart…..we are in some real…… deep shit

Chad goes over to John and Sean

Chad
( to the both of them and John)
Hey guys…..what’s the plan John what the hell are we gonna do

John
( to Chad)
The plan is that we wait till morning

John walks away

Now we see Brock sitting on the ledge of the building looking down on the zombies 

pointing his gun at them

Brock
( points his gun at a zombie) boom

Now Brock thinks about how he got there in the first place

INT.-Police Station-Morning

We go back to when the attacked happened, we see Brock coming out of a police station 

wearing cuffs and an orange prison jump suite and being loaded into a van that is heading 

to prison.

INT.-Van-Morning

While Brock is sitting in the van we can hear the prison guards talking about the weather 

and their problems.

Suddenly a semi truck crashed right into the them, the van flips over on to it’s back, but 

the semi truck is still going

We can see Brock hanging from upside down, he unhooks his seatbelt and goes over to 

the door and kicks it out.

EXT.-Van-Morning

Brock is now out of the van and we can see him going over to the passenger side and 

opening the door.

We can see the guards not moving, Brock grabs the keys to his cuffs and then grabs the 

pistol and the extra clips.  Then he goes over to the driver side and grabs the other 

guard’s gun and extra clips.

Then we can see Brock looking around for anyone but there is no one in site.  But then he 

hears lots of screams, he turns to where the screams are and sees a mob of people running 

from something so he runs to an apartment building, the door was opened so he went on 

in.

The flashback has ended…we still see Brock sitting on the ledge of the building looking 

into the unknown sky while the rain drips on to his face, the screen fades away

INT.-Apartment buildings-Morning

We see everyone going into to other peoples apartments gathering clothes and supplies.

INT.-Apartment building-Room 65

We see Brock stuffing clothes in a duffle bag

INT.-Apartment building-Room 67

Now we see Ellen taking off her work clothes and changing into some jeans and a t-shirt.  

We see her in her bra and underwear, she puts on her jeans first and then she puts on her 

t-shirt for last.

INT.-Apartment building-Room 68

We now see John wearing casual clothing and bagging some food, like chips, bread and 

can foods.

INT.-Apartment building-Room 68

We see Brock again in room 68 he’s coming out of the bedroom and the he turns to his 

left and sees a big knife, he goes over to the knife that is on a coffee table and garbs it

EXT.-All the rooms

We see everyone exiting all the apartments and headed to the roof.  John was about to 

follow Ellen till he notices an orange jump suite stuffed in a trash can.  John goes over to 

get a closer look of what it is, he pulls the orange cloth out of the can and sees a serial 

number on the back.  John realizes what this is and who owns, John heads to the roof

INT.-Rooftop-Morning

Everyone is on the roof some are eating the food that they got rooms.  We see Ellen sitting under the tent thinking about how she got to the apartment building.

INT.-Hospital-Hallway-Morning

We see Dr. Ellen Glass walking down the hall and talking to a nurse

Ellen
( to nurse 1)
….ok see that Dr. Ryan gets these….and have Dr. Miles page me

Nurse 1
( to Ellen)
Yes doctor ( the nurse walks away and Ellen jus stands there in the middle of the hall)

The suddenly Ellen listens to the intercom

V.O
PAGING DR. GLASS TO THE E.R

Then Ellen moves quickly to the E.R

INT.-Hospital-E.R.

When Ellen got to the E.R. she sees a patient bleeding, screaming and moving around in 

pain.  She rushes over to him.

Ellen asked the nurse what happened.

Ellen
( to the nurse 2)
Nurse what happened here?

Nurse 2
( to Ellen )
They said that he was attacked at the harbor…some guy bet him.

Ellen
( to the men that brought him in)
Ok listen……. I need you guys ta hold him down while I give some morphine ok

Friend 1
( to Ellen)
…alright…

Ellen
( yelling to the nurse )
Nurse I need that morphine NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The nurse gives Ellen the syringe and the nurse goes over to the patient

Ellen
( to the nurse and the guys)
Ok hold him down ( Ellen puts the needle into the guys arm but it ways to late he died)…..oh shit……we’re….to late…………time of death ?-??-?? ??:?? am.


But then suddenly he came back to life.  Ellen stood there in shock.  The man bet the 

nurse on the arm blood started to spew everywhere.  The guys tried to pull him off the 

nurse but then he reaches for the guy’s neck and rips a huge chunk of skin off.  Blood 

goes everywhere, he screams in pain. More guys came into to help them, they all hold 

him down while some strapped him in.


INT.-Hospital-Hallway

We see Ellen walking in the hallway caring her brief case.  While she’s walking down the 

hallway she sees that there are more people with the same injures like the other guy.  We 

see people bites on their necks, arms and hands.  Ellen makes her way to the elevator and 

heads to the garage.

INT.-Hospital-Garage

We see Ellen walking to her car then her cell phone rings

Ellen
( to the cell phone)
Glass…hey ……ya.....ya ..i’ll be home soon ( Ellen gets in her car )

INT.-the street-morning

We see the car going down a road it looks like she’s heading home.  She stops at a stop light.

INT.-Car

We see Ellen sitting in her car jus listing to the radio when the song cuts off and all that is 

playing is a emergency voice.  Ellen turns up the volume.  The camera faseses the front 

of the car and we can seee Ellen and out of the rear window.

.V.O
THIS IS THE AH EMEGENCY ALERT FOR THE GREATER NEW YORK AREA.  

PLEASE LOCK ALL DOORS AND WINDOWS IN YOUR HOMES.  STAY 

INDOORS AND DO NOT MAKE ANY ATTEMPTS TO REACH YOUR LOVE 

ONES.

The message jus keeps on playing and we can a crowd of zombies out of the rear 

window.  They spotted Ellen’s car and start to run to it and she does not know whats 

happing.  The zombies get closer and closer to Ellen’s car and suddenly they jump on to 

the car and Ellen is scared.  Ellen is frightened, she drives off knocking a few zombies off 

her car but one still remains on her car.  She’s driving like a manic swirling and trying to 

dodge other cars the are being followed by other zombies.  She then drives her car into a 

wrecked van trapping the zombie between the cars.

EXT.-Car

Ellen is a little banged up but nothing bad.  She notices that the zombie isn’t dead but 

trying to get to her.  She sees more zombies chasing other people and how bad the city 

looks.  Buildings are on fire, explosions, cars destroyed and dead bodies everywhere.

She then walks over to an open door and screaming for help, but while she’s screaming she hears another scream.

Ellen
…..SOME HELP ME……IS ANYONE THERE?????????

Ellen walks in the door and sees a girl coming down the stairs along with to other guys 

carrying handguns.  End of flash back.  We see Ellen jus looking around at the other people.

INT.-Rooftop-Morning

John
( to everyone)
Has anybody heard about any rescue attempts?

Rebecca
..jus what we heard from the tv

INT.-Tent

John and the others walked into the tent and turned on the tv.  It’s a live report on whats 

going on

News reporter
( to the camera and the Captain)
I’m here live on top of a department we’re keeping away from these diseased cannibals.  We have here is Captain Carter.  Captain do you have any comments on to whats going on?

Captain Carter
( to the Reporter)
All I can say is, jus stay in your homes and arm yourself, we will do what we can to send a rescue to pick you up ( then suddenly a group of zombies broke down the door that lead to the roof and attacked everyone)

Sean
Well………..there goes are rescue attempt

April turns off the tv and everyone leaves the tent

Kelly
( to Brock)
How the fuck are we gonna get outta here?

Brock
( to Kelly)
Well we can’t jus sit around with are thumbs up are fucking asses waiting to die

INT.-Tent-Night

We see Elizabeth sitting in the tent listing to the emergency sound and it’s reminding of 

the news she did in Central Park that morning attack.  We go back and see Elizabeth 

raping things at the park

INT.-Central Park-Morning

Elizabeth
I can’t believe that asshole Jerry made me come down here to do auh report on Central fucking Park on sweeps

George
( to Elizabeth)
Hey ya not the only one doing this shit

Elizabeth
( to George)
….Yaw I’m sorry George…….it’s jus that……I wish that I could do something more exciting then this shit

George
( to Elizabeth)
yaw I hear ya…….but don’t worry something good might happen ( George’s cell phone rings)  Yaw……………oh shit…….yaw we’ll get down there ( George hangs up)

Elizabeth
( to George)
What’s up?

George
( to Elizabeth)
That was Jerry……there was ship accident at the New York Harbor and since we’re the only ones that are close enough he wants us down there now.  Looks like your exciting shit is about to happen.

Elizabeth and George jumped into the van and headed to the docks.

INT.-Van-Morning

They’ve been driving for a few min

Elizabeth
( to George)
I feel it George……..I can feel that something good is about to head are away…..LOOK OUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

George slams on the breaks.  We see a transport wrecked and laying on its back.  

Elizabeth and George got out of the van.

EXT.-Van-Morning

Elizabeth and George are out of the van and heading to the wrecked car.

Elizabeth
( to George)
George you check the van I’ll check the car

George
( to Elizabeth)
auhright

Elizabeth heads to the car to check if anyone’s there and George heads to the other side 

of the van

Elizabeth
( to George)
I don’t see anyone……..George ( no response.  Elizabeth walks around the car and sees George being eaten by two zombies and they look like guards)

Elizabeth runs to an opened door and the zombies go after her she than slams the door 

knocking on of the zombies down and able to get up stairs were she spots Brock and 

other survivors.  Now we see Elizabeth going to sleep under the tent.

INT.-Rooftop-Morning

We now see everyone sitting around eating breakfast.

John
( to everyone)
alright everyone….listen up.  Does anybody know how ta kill one of these things?

Brock
( To John)
shot em in the head……that seems to put them down

John
( To everyone)
ok auh bullet to the head, does everybody got.  Now has anyone thought up a plan on how to get out of here?

Sean
( to John)
Well John we an’t gonna get far with what little ammo got left.  Listen I saw a gun store about 3 buildings down that way ( Sean points to the store)

John
That’s auh long fucking walk.

Kelly
( to John)
How in the fuck are we gonna get from here to there with those things on the ground?

Ellen
What about signaling planes and helicopters with smoke and flares?

Chad
We don’t have any flares and even if we did what makes you think that they give a rats fuck about us.

Everyone starts to argue about the plan except April.  She decides to go into the building get some things from her room

INT.-Apartment building-Morning

April has made it to her door.  It wasn’t locked because they don’t have to worry about 

robbers.

INT.-Apartment building-Room 64

She goes inside, she has to be very quiet because the door down stairs is unlocked and 

zombies could come in if they heard anything.  She goes in and grabs a duffle bag while 

she’s pulling the bag off the table she knocks over a book and it hits the hard wood floor, 

making a loud noise that the zombies heard


EXT.-Outside of Apartment

A zombie heard the noise and looks at the door and starts to move slowly and others 

follow.

INT.-Apartment building-Room 64

April stands still for a sec and then she heads to her room

INT.-Apartment stairs

We see a lot of zombies slowly moving up the stairs trying to find out what made that 

noise

INT.-Apartment building-Aprils room

April gets down packing her duffle bag and heads out of her room

She starts to walk towards the door till she sees a shadowy figure coming up the stairs, 

the shadow moves closer and closer till the zombies made it up the stairs and spotted her.  

She quickly runs to the door and slams it and locks it.  The noise attracks the people up 

on the roof

INT.-Rooftop

Amanda
( to everyone)
Guys what was that?

Everyone looks around

Rebecca
Where’s April?

INT.-Apartment building-Room 64

The zombies are trying to get in to the room.  We see John climbing down the ladder and 

sees a mob of zombies trying to break down the door.  The zombies spot John and John 

quickly climbs up the ladder and shuts the hatch.

INT.-Rooftop

Rebecca
( to John; scared)
Where’s April is she alright

John
( to Rebecca; out of breath)
She’s in yaws room………………. but those things are trying ta get in

Rebecca
Well what the fuck are we waiting for?

Ellen
Rebecca……Rebecca listen ta me.  If we open that hatch we let those in here and we all die

Rebecca
But April ……..she’s gonna

Ellen
Well get her out

INT.-Apartment building-Room 64

The zombies have made their way threw the door and now April runs to her room

INT.-Apartment building-April’s room

April slams and locks her door, she slides her dresser in front of the door, the zombies are 

trying to get in

INT.-Rooftop

Everyone is trying to come up with a plan to save April

Sean
( To Rebecca)
Which room is hers?

Rebecca
( To Sean)
auh top floor middle window….why

John
( To Sean)
SEAN WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU DOING?

Sean hooks the rope to his belt, he gets a running start and jumps off the ledge of the building swings into April’s window



INT.-Apartment Building-April’s room

Sean
( to April)
Come on…..lets go lets go

April goes over to Sean, the zombies are almost threw, Sean pulls out his pistol and shots 

some of the zombies that got threw

Sean
( to April)
You hold on tight ok

April
( to Sean)
Ok

The zombies broke threw the door, Sean jumps out of the window the others are pulling 

them up.

EXT.-Outside Apartment building

Some of the zombies tried to grabbed them by jumping out of the window.  Sean and 

April made it to the top.

INT.-Rooftop

April runs to Rebecca they both are in tears and hugging each other


John
( to Sean)
You ok Sean?

Sean
( To John)
yaw I’m fine


INT.-Rooftop-Afternoon

Everyone is still shucking up about what happened.

John
We need to blocked that door

Chad
(To John)
Yeah but with what?

Rebecca
What about my car?

Kelly
(To Rebecca)
What about it

Rebecca
My car is parked outside the door, all we have to do is park it in front of the door.

Sean
Wait why don’t jus use that car to make a run for it

Rebecca
(To Sean)
it’s not big enough to hold all of us

Brock
(To Rebecca)
Say we do go with this plan, how the fuck are you gonna get down there and get back up?

John
We can climb down, yeah we’ll jus us the rope that we have, climb down, park the car in front of the door, get back on the roof of the car and climb back up.

Ellen
One question thou…………….who the fuck is gonna do all this?

They all looked at Sean

Sean
I guess I’ll do it

INT.-Rooftop-Evening

They wasted know time with the plan.  Sean was ready to get the job done.

John
(To Sean)
Ok as soon as you get down there well give you some cover fire if any of them to close

Sean
(To John)
Jus make sure you hoist me quick

Sean was hanging over the ledge and was heading down to the car.  The streets look 

empty so hopefully everything goes according to plan.

 
INT.-Streets

Sean rushed across the street, the car doesn’t look to be damaged.  Sean pulled out the 

keys unlocked the door and got in.

INT.-Car

Sean was in the drivers seat starting up the car when suddenly a zombie jumps on the 

hood of the car, then a gun shot was made.  Sean drove the car across the street and 

parked it in front of the doors.  Sean quickly got out of the car.

EXT.-Car

Sean was now on the hood of the car, he turns to his right and more zombies heading his 

way it must have been the gun shot the that brought the zombies there.  Sean quickly 

climbed up the rope.  The zombies were now under Sean if anything went wrong he’s 

dead.  Sean finally made it to the top.

INT.-Apartment hallway

We now see everyone coming down from the roof and their all glade to be off of that roof

Ellen
First thing I’m gonna do……………….is take a hot shower

Amanda
I think we all need to have a shower.

The Girls went to separate apartments to take a shower while the guys went around the 

building looking for tools like hammers, nails and also for strong doors to cover the main 

entrance.

John
Ok gentlemen look for any tool hammers, nails, screwdrivers anything we’re gonna board up that door.

Sean
(To John)
With what?

John
Anything….

The guys went in different directions.

INT.-Supers room

Sean and Kelly walked into the superintends room

Kelly
Hey a toolbox (Kelly walked over to the tool box) we’ve gotta a hammer and some nails

Sean
(To Kelly)
Ok let’s go

Sean and Kelly walked out

INT.-1st floor

We see Brock and John taking down some doors that look strong enough hold the main 

door.

John
(To Brock)
Ok grab that door and lets go

Brock lifted the door over his head and carried it to the front door.  Sean and Kelly made 

it to the front door.

John
(To Kelly and Sean)
You guys find anything

Kelly
Hammer and a shit load of nails.

John
Perfect where’s Chad?

Sean
(To John)
I think he’s still on the 3rd floor


INT.-3rd floor hallway


We see Chad taking down some doors till he heard some noses coming from another 

room.  Chad walks over to the strange nose.


INT.-Apartment room

Chad moves slowly into the room he sees that place is a mess, he also notices a 

wheelchair, suddenly the strange was back it was coming from the hallway his tensions 

were high he was ready to shot what every comes out from the hallway, it got closer and 

closer and then we saw what it really was, it was a cripple zombie but it was also a littlie 

girl, it was crawling to him very slowly, Chad walked over to the zombie and shot it in 

the head, it died right beneath his feet but then he notices that it had some bites on her 

arm, so that meant she was attacked first, but by who.

Suddenly we saw a zombie coming from behind Chad and it attacked him.  Chad was 

brought to his knees the zombie was trying to bite his neck till the others came from the 

sound of the gun.

John
CHAD!!!!!!!!!!!!

John shot the zombie in the head, Chad’s face is covered in blood, his freaking out.

Chad
GET AWAY FROM ME, GET THE FUCK AWAY FROM ME, MOVE.

Chad runs out of the room

John
Come on guys lets these bodies out of here.

Brock grabbed the adult zombie and Kelly grabbed the child.


INT.-Basement

They laid the bodies in the basement and covered them with a blanket.  The guys walked 

out of the basement, Kelly took one last look at the dead bodies, screen fades away

INT.-Hallway

The guys look really tired the girls are done with their shower.

Ellen
Hey what was all that nose

Brock
Jus some work

The guys walked pass Ellen and into the apartment, the screen fades away

INT.-Livingroom-Night

Everyone is asleep except Amanda she can’t sleep because of what’s going on, the noises 

that the zombies are making and the gun firing.  Later she starts to remember how she got 

here.

INT.-The Street-Morning

Her flashback takes place in the morning when the attack has already started.  We see 

Amanda running down the street, her shirt is drenched with blood.  We see a wide shot of 

Amanda down the street, then she turns down the corner and then we crowds of zombies 

running after her.  She keeps running down the street she makes another turn and we see 

her hide behind a car while the zombies go in their on direction chasing other people.  
Continue

When it was cleared to go she continued to run down the street that she turned to looking 

for help.  Later down the road she sees a woman in the far distance getting out of her car 

and running into a building, she yells for her

Amanda
( to the woman)
HEY…….

Amanda starts to run to the building that the woman ran into.  Amanda makes it to the 

door and sees more people she goes in

INT.-Apartment building

Amanda
Somebody……..somebody please help.

Then suddenly Ellen wakes Amanda up

Ellen
(To Amanda)
Sweetie sweetie sweetie it’s ok it’s ok, it was only a bad dream, screen fades away

INT.-Dinningroom-Morning

Everyone is sitting around eating breakfast and talking about the plan.

Chad
Say we do get ta the subway where we gonna go?

John
New Jersey?

Ellen
What about D.C?  It should be safe there right?

Brock
We won’t know unless get there.  We needa decide on where’re  gonna go

John
He’s right.  All those for D.C raise ya hand

They all raised their hands.

John
Alright D.C it is

Kelly
Then what?

John
Lets jus first see how D.C. looks

INT.-2nd floor apartment

John came up with this great idea on how to get some food.  There’s a convenient store 

and the left side of the apartment and there is a window right next to the roof.  All he had 

to do was take one of the doors and place it across the gap and just walk over.


INT.-Convenient store rooftop

They got on the rooftop and headed down a hatch that they found.

INT.-Convenient store

The gate is closed so they don’t have to worry about the zombies trying to get in

John
Ok lets jus get what we need

Kelly
Fuck that, get what you

Everyone went to what they saw.  We see Sean over in the frozen food section loading up 

on beers.  We see Chad grabbing bags of chips.  We see John loading up can goods.  

Brock headed over to the cash register and grab some gum but then he notices a shotgun, 

he reached behind the counter and grab it.  They all got what they wanted and headed 

back to the apartment.  The screen fades away

 
INT.-Apartment-Afternoon

We see everyone sitting in the living room drinking some beers and talking.  April is in 

her room sleeping.

Elizabeth
How long do you think we can stay here?

John
I don’t have fucking clue

Kelly
Lets jus hope they get in here

Brock
Hey John, since your no longer a cop what are you now?

John
(To Brock)
A looter.  We’re all looters.  There is no law enforcement anymore, no government, 

nothing.

Rebecca
How long do you think this is gonna last?

Kelly
This shit is gonna last forever.  As long as those things are walking around we might as well get use to it.

Ellen
What are they?

Sean
Their us but only dead.  I saw one of those things getting it’s chest blasted with a gun and it jus kept on coming.

Ellen
I think I know how they spread so quickly.

John
How?

Ellen
The bites.  You see these things are always attacking the neck or the arm and once they’ve bitten you your dead.

Elizabeth
How much time do you have once your bitten?

Ellen
Well depends on how fast you die or how fast the infection spreads threw your body.

Chad
Well once these they grab you your launch.

John
You guys know we can’t stay here forever.  We’re gonna have to find away out of the city or find help.

Amanda
But when do you think is a good time to leave

John
I don’t know.  Screen fades away

INT.-Rooftop-Night

Now we see Kelly setting under the tent smoking jus thinking about what happened after 

the fight.


INT.-Holding cell-Morning

We see Kelly laying down on a bed jus looking at the sealing

A guard opens the door

Cell Guard
( to Kelly)
Kelly White

Kelly
( to the Guard)
Yaw

Cell Guard
Let’s go….you bail

Kelly gets up and walks out of the cell and heads to the front desk.

INT.-Front desk

Kelly approached the front desk and signed some papers

Kelly
So who spurned me?

Sam
( to Kelly)
I did ( Sam stands up)

Kelly
( to Sam)
Hey Sam

Sam
( to Kelly)


I’m disappointed in you Kelly you let me down

Kelly
( to Sam)
Auh fuck Sam do we really have ta go threw this shit now?

Sam
( to Kelly)
Yes now!  I want you in the gym tomorrow morning if your not there then you’re ya done ( Sam walks out of the station and gets in his car and drives away)

EXT.-Street-Morning

Now we see Kelly walking home he notices that the city looks quiet which is strange 

because it’s New York, it’s never quiet.  It looks like Kelly’s been walking for at least 14 

min.  He turns the corner and then suddenly he hears a loud noise that’s real like a car 

crash, so he runs to the noise.  When he gets there he sees that a van has flipped over, he 

runs to the scene.  He goes over to the van and sees two passengers ones moving and the 

other isn’t.

Kelly
( to the driver)
Hey you ok?

Driver
( To Kelly; in pain)

I think my arm is broken….

Kelly
( to the driver)
Here I’m gonna get you out

Kelly pulls the driver out of the van he looks all beaded up, blood streaming down his 

face from the cut on his head.  Kelly goes over to the passenger side to check the other guy.

Kelly
( to the passenger)
Hey……hey buddy you alright

No answers

Kelly
I think this guys dead ( then suddenly Kelly hears the driver screaming) hey what’s 

wrong?

Kelly runs to the guard and we can see zombies eating the driver blood is going 

everywhere one of the zombies rips off the drivers arm blood sprays all over the wrecked 

van.

Kelly
Oh shit………( the zombies whipped their heads to Kelly, jus staring at him.  Kelly runs to an open door across the street)


INT.-Apartment building

Once Kelly walked in we see Brock standing there pointing a gun at Kelly, then Brock 

pulled the trigger and in slow motion we can see the bullet coming out of the gun, we 

follow the bullet wising pass Kelly’s ear, the bullet passes Kelly’s head and then we can 

see a zombie coming up from behind Kelly then the bullet goes into the zombies head we 

still follow the bullet going inside the zombies head we see things like the brain, then we 

see 180 degree turn we see the side of the bullet and then we see the front of the bullet.  

Then we quickly move threw the back of the zombies head and then the bullet comes 

threw the back of the head, blood goes everywhere, now back to normal speed.  We now 

see Brock right threw the back of the zombies head, then the zombie falls down.

Kelly
WOW!!!!!!!!!!!!.  What that fuck?
Brock tosses a gun to Kelly, Brock goes over to the door and closes it

Brock
( to Kelly)
Come on……we needa get up stairs.

Kelly’s flashback ends


INT.-Apartment-Morning

It’s early and their discussing on a plan.  Some just got back from the store

Chad
We got eggs!

John
Ok we’re here (John points at the map) any suggestions?

Ellen
Here…( Ellen points at the subway) whatta about the subway?

Sean
( to Ellen)
whatta about it

Ellen
Well if there’s cart still there we can use it and get as far away as we can

John
Well……..we still have power…….and if those things are in the way of the cart then we can jus run right over them.

Amanda
Do you how far that it is?  We’re talking 20 miles not to munching a shit load of those things and a fucked up city, how we  supposed to get there?

Kelly
Wait ( Kelly goes over to the window) think we can use that? ( A Hummer H2 is parked in front of the gun store)
Continue

John
It’s possible. We’ll have to hotwire 

   John
Alright……..This is what well do.  Climb down with the rope that we got and jump from building to building till we get to the gun store so that we can load up on ammunition.  Everybody got it……ok let’s get some rest. Screen fades away


INT.-Apartment-Night

We see Brock looking out the window at all those zombies.  John goes over to Brock.

John
( to Brock)
Hey Brock.   Gotta ask ya something.  Jus what did you to be put into an orange jump suit.

Brock looks at John

Brock
( To John)
Man slaughter ………..got into a bar fight last month……….beaded my fist into the guys face in till he couldn’t breath and that’s it.

Brock walks away. Screen fades away

INT.-Living room

We see Kelly talking to Rebecca while the tv is running there’s really nothing on, they 

just hope there might be a signal.

Rebecca
( to Kelly)
So……….you think we’re gonna make it?

Kelly
( to Rebecca)
Yaw……well make it and hopefully we’ll find some help in D.C


Rebecca
( to Kelly)
I meant people

Kelly
Well I don’t about that, right now we should jus worry about us.

Now we see John talking to Ellen

Ellen
( to John)
What if D.C is jus like New York?

John
( to Ellen)
if so………… then well jus have ta hold up some where till we can think of something else.  We jus needa wait


INT.-Apartment-Morning

Everyone is getting ready for tomorrows escape.  Some are packing clothes and food 

others tools and first aid kit.

John
We’re gonna head down stairs.  See if we can find some things

John, Sean, Chad and Kelly headed to the store to get some more supplies 


INT.-Convenient store

John
(To the guys)
Ok guys no fucking around.  We’re hear to get what we need

They all looked around for things they needed.  Food, med and bottle waters.  We see 

Chad grabbing some medicines.  Brock filling the cooler with bottles of water.  Sean is 

loading up on food, like chips, can goods and candy.  Once they were all finished they 

headed back to the apartment.  The screen fades away 


INT.-Apartment building-Afternoon

John
Ok are we all set for tomorrow?

Chad
Yeah! I think we got everything that we need

John
(To Sean)
Sean! How much ammo do we have?

Sean
Ok we 3 mags for are M4s, 2 clips for the pistols and 15 shotgun shells.  It’s not much John.

John
Well lets hope there’s not a lot out there.

Ellen
Did any of you guys get a first aid kit?

Chad
Yeah it’s right

John
Ok……looks like we got every thing we need.  Lets take a break.


INT.-Apartment hallway


We see John loading his handgun and Ellen walks up to him.

Ellen
( to John)
Hey John….

John
( to Ellen)
Ya was up Ellen?

Ellen
( to John)
What if there’s no train down in the subway?

John
( to Ellen)
Then well jus have to keep walking and till we find one.


INT.-Bedroom-Night

We see Rebecca sleeping it looks she’s having a nightmare, she’s remembering what 

happened that morning.


INT.-Apartment building-Morning

Now we see Rebecca sitting at the table reading a book it looks like a guide to learn how 

to fly a helicopter.  Now we see April coming out of her room, looks like she just got up, 

she sits down at the table with Rebecca.

Rebecca
( to April)
Morning

April
(to Rebecca)
Yaw what every

 Rebecca
(To April)
What time did yaw get in las night?

April
(To Rebecca)
Auh Rebecca can you at least wait till my eyes are open

Rebecca
(To April)
No April I’m not gonna wait, you always do this, you stay out to god knows when and 

when you do come your either with your friends or with a cop.  I jus don’t want nothing 

bad to happened to you ok

April
(To Rebecca)
I’m sorry…………..I’ll call yaw next time

Rebecca
(To April)
lets jus hope nothing bad happens next time


INT.-Living room

We see April sitting in the living room watching tv.  She’s flipping threw channels till 

she stopped at channel 8 were we see Elizabeth doing the live report at Central Park, once 

the news was over she switched it to another news and she sees a live report at the docks.

April
(To Rebecca)
Hey Rebecca take a look at this ( Rebecca comes from the kitchen) some kinda accident happened at the docks

Rebecca
(To April)
Come on you needa get dress we got some things to do today

April and Rebecca both got dressed and started to head towards the door till they heard a 

loud noise

April
What was that!!!!!

Rebecca
(To April)
Stay here I’m gonna check it out


INT.-Apartment hallway

Rebecca slowly walks down the hall then she made her way down the stairs still walking 

slowly till she heard the door slammed and so she ran down the stairs to see what it is.  

She sees Brock up against the wall peeping out the door window

Rebecca
(To Brock)
Hey!!!!!!

Brock turns his head quickly to Rebecca

Rebecca
(To Brock)
What’s going out there?

Brock
(To Rebecca)
We need ta get up stairs…….now

Brock and Rebecca both go upstairs and went into her apartment.
INT.-Apartment

April
What’s going on………..Rebecca

Rebecca heads towards the window

Brock
(To Rebecca and April)
I think we all need ta stay inside

April sees the two guns on the side of his pants

Brock sees April staring at the guns

Brock
(To April)
Don’t worry kid I’m not gonna hurt you

Rebecca
(To Brock)
What’s going on?

Brock
(To Rebecca)
I Think there’s rioting going I’m not sure, I saw a lot a people running in the streets

Then a loud yell was made from the outside the girls ran to the window and Brock ran out the door.


INT.-Apartment hallway

We see Brock running down the stairs and waiting by the door and then we see Kelly 

running threw the door and then Brock fires his gun and then we see Rebecca waking up 

from the nightmare.









INT.-Rooftop-Morning

Today’s the day, We see everyone climbing down the rope to the building rooftop below 

them.  They’ve all made safely to the roof.


INT.-First roof

John
(To everyone)
Ok now all we have do is jus hop from one building to the other till we get to the gun store…………ok lets go

The gaps aren’t that big so it shouldn’t be a problem to cross it.  One by one they all 

crossed the first building but they need to be care and not fall because if they do their 

gonna be eaten be the hundreds of zombies beneath them.


INT.-Second roof

The gap for the second roof seemed to be bigger then the first so their gonna have to 

jump it.

Chad
Well we’re gonna have to jump it

John
Yup

One by on they’ve made it a crossed to the third roof


INT.-Third roof

This roof had some things on it like wood and tools

Ellen
(To Everyone)
Auh guys we have a problem

        We see that the gap between them and then gun store is very big.

Ellen
I don’t think we can jumps

Kelly
Fuck!!!!!!!!!

Chad
Now whatta we gonna do

Ellen
Wait………(Ellen got an idea and she ran to the pieces of wood) got wood………..think this is long enough

John
Yaw that might jus work………ok guys get the other ones (Sean, Chad, Brock and Kelly grabbed the other pieces of wood)

They’ve placed the pieces of wood across the gap.  Sean went first slowly crawling 

across the wood and looking at the zombies under him he finally made it across then it 

was Chad’s turn he moved slowly across the wood and made it to the other side.  Now it 

was Ellen’s turn, she looked scared and worried but she was doing fine, she made it 

across everyone now John was up he was scared to but he is doing fine, finally he made it 

across.  Now we see Brock and the wood he was not scared but he was worried about 

Elizabeth he made it Now Elizabeth was going across the wood she was looking at Brock 

the whole time she was crawling.  Now it’s Rebecca’s turn while she was making her 

way across the wood it began to crack.  Rebecca finally made it now it’s April’s turn the 

wood is still cracking, she’s at the of the wood and then suddenly the wood breaks she 

falls the others caught her the zombies are trying to get but they pulled her up before the 

zombies could get her but Kelly was still on the second roof.  Kelly walked to the end of 

the roof and then ran as fast as he can and then clearing the gap landing on the other side.


INT.-Gun store rooftop

John
(To Everyone)
Ok Everyone lets get inside

They opened a hatched that lead to the inside of the gun store


INT.-Gun store

They all entered the gun store, they kept their guards up because they don’t know if there 

any zombies inside, we see them going threw a few corridors.  Finally they made their 

way to the front of the store and they were all amazed to see a lot of guns.


INT.-Front of gun store-Afternoon

John
O right boys and girls lets go shopping

They all scattered around the store to get their guns and ammo.  The windows were 

covered with shutters so the zombies can’t see what’s going on inside.  We see Brock 

grabbing a double barrel shotgun and sawing the stock off, we see Kelly grabbing some 

pistols and pistol holsters, Amanda is loading a duffle bag with ammo and guns, Ellen is 

loading her shotgun, John, Chad and Sean are grabbing some more ammo for their M4.  

When they were all done loading up they huddle together to come up with a plan to get to 

the H2.

John
( To Chad)
Ok…..Chad you take that rifle up there ( John points to the rifle) and you get on the roof give us some cover fire.

Chad
( To John) K I’m on it

John
( To Chad)
wait…..( John hands Chad a radio) here you’re gonna need this

Chad heads to the roof

John
Alright ladies you’ll gonna stay here the rest of us is gonna the truck started, when we do 

we’re gonna back it up to the doors and then you’re gonna get in.  Ok places people.

Everyone is ready to go the girls stand back while the guys got ready

John
( To Chad; on the radio)
You ready Chad………..


INT.-Rooftop

Chad
( To John)
Yeah I’m all set here, you cleared to go


INT.-Front of gun store

John
( To the guys)
Ok lets go


EXT.-Outside the gun store

Brock kicks the door the guys moved out shooting the zombies in the head, Brock heads 

to the H2 he breaks the glass with his gun, he opens the door and gets in.


INT.-H2

We see Brock ripping out some wires and tying them together.


EXT.-Street

They guys are trying to hold the zombies back.


INT.-Rooftop

We see Chad covering the guy’s back with the rifle.

INT.-H2

Brock
I GOT IT, LETS GO.


EXT.-Street

We see the guys hoping on the truck and backing it up to the gun store


INT.-Front of gun store

Ellen
Ok, Ok lets go ( All the girls ran out of the gun store)


EXT.-Streets


We see the girls getting in the truck, some went threw the back and entered threw the 

passenger doors.


INT.-H2

Elizabeth
Wait……what about Chad (Thump)


EXT.-Street

We see Chad hanging on for dear life on top of the truck and entering threw the sun roof


INT.-H2

John
( To Brock)
Ok GO!!!!!!!!!

Brock floored it running over some zombies that were in the way, heading to the subway 

were they might have a chance.


INT.-H2-Afternoon

John
Are we all here?

Kelly
(To John)
Yeah we’re all here


INT.-Street


The street is filled with dead bodies, destroyed cars and zombies.  Brock is having a 

tough time dodging these things and if things can’t get any worse Brock just drove into a 

shot out.


INT.-H2

Brock
OH SHIT GET DOWN!!!!!!!!!!!

Everyone ducked, trying not to get shot.


INT.-Street

The car was getting hit from all sides bullet holes are everywhere.  Finally they’ve made 

it threw.

INT.-H2

John
IS EVERYONE ALRIGHT!!!!!!!!?

Kelly
Oh Fuck, Sean’s hit…….he’s fucking dead

Their all emotional right now because Sean is dead.


INT.-Street

They’ve finally made it to the subway and there was a lot of zombies around.

John
( To everyone)
Come on lets go ( everyone pilled out of the H2) Amanda…….get the train started

Chad
( To John0)
John what the fuck are you doing?

John
Jus go!!!!

John sticks a pieces of cloth in the gas tank and took one last look at Sean and then he lit 

the cloth and ran down to the subway, the zombies got close to the subway entrance when 

the H2 blew up, causing  zombies to be thrown back.


INT.-Subway Train

John boarded the train.


INT.-Train

Chad
(To Amanda)
Ok go Amanda


INT.-Outside the train

We see the train moving slowly and zombies coming down the stairs and running to the 

train, beating on the glass but they can’t get in till one climbed on top, no one saw get on.


INT.-Train

Everyone is sitting down trying to catch their breath.
Continue

Brock
( To Elizabeth)
Hey you ok?

Elizabeth
( To Brock; in tears)
yeah I’m fine

Brock put his arm around her, they both got close to each other

Kelly
( To everyone)
Hey guys I’m gonna check the other carts

Kelly walked away


INT.-Conductor

John
(To Amanda)
Amanda how fast can we?

Amanda
( To John)
We have to stay at this speed or we’ll come of the tracks.


INT.-Cart 1

Kelly entered the first cart; he’s a little nervous considering that the lights keep going on 

and off.  So far he sees nothing.


INT.-Cart 2

Kelly made his way to the second cart and say some blood on the floor that continues 

threw the third and last cart, he continued to move slowly down the cart.

INT.-Last cart

The blood trial ended in the last cart his tensions build up wondering if something is 

gonna jump out and kill him, he moved closer to the door then he quickly opens the door,  

but nothing happened, he turned away and walked back to the guys when a zombie came 

threw the door in quiet way then it ran after Kelly.  Kelly was knocked down the zombie 

was trying to bite his neck, Kelly tossed him but the zombie quickly got and charged at 

Kelly, Kelly threw a punch but it caught the zombies teeth causing infection.

Kelly
Auhhhh Fuck

Kelly pulled out his gun shot the zombie in the head.


INT.-First cart

Chad
What was that?


INT.-Last cart

Kelly covered his hand so that no one could see the scar.  Everyone came to investigate 

the mysterious gun fire

John
What’s going on?

Kelly
Every things fine

Chad
(To Kelly)
You ok?


Kelly
(To Chad)
Yeah I’m cool

Everyone headed back to the first cart, Kelly’s hand started to bleed


INT.-First cart

Everyone is sitting down just relaxing, when Chad notices Kelly’s hand and how his skin 

looks, he gets up and heads to John.


INT.-Conductor

Chad
(To John)
Hey John

John
Yeah

Chad
(To John)
I think there’s something wrong with Kelly

John
Whatta you mean

Chad
(To John)
Well look at him, look at has hand

We see Kelly’s hand is still bleeding

John
(To Chad)
Come. lets go talk to him

Chad and John go to Kelly



INT.-First cart

Chad and John went over to Kelly to talk to him

John
(To Kelly)
Kelly is there something you want to tell me?

Kelly
No

John
(To Kelly)
What’s wrong with your hand?

Kelly
I jus I jus cut it on a piece of glass

John
(To Kelly)
You got bet didn’t you

Kelly
Whatta you gonna do about it, whatta you gonna fucking kill ( Kelly begins to cough up blood)

John
(To Kelly)
You’re gonna be one of those things if we don’t do something about

Kelly gets up from his seat and walks slowly to the back and then stopped

Kelly
Yeah……………..How about we do this

Kelly pulls out his gun and blows his head off.  Everyone is shocked be on belief of what 

just happened


EXT.-Tunnel-night

We see the train pass by at a high speed.


INT.-First Cart

We see that everyone is scared and worried and if things can’t get any worse the power 

went out for the subway.



INT.-Conductor

Amanda
Shit shit

John
What what the fuck is going on?

Amanda
The train is stopping.  The power must down, we can’t go any further.

John
FUCK!!!!!!!!!

John turned to the others

Get yaw’ll shit together, we’re running from here.


EXT.-Tunnel

We can see the train slowing down and then came to a complete and then we see the door being open manually by the guys and then we see them jumping out.

John
Come lets go, we gotta move.

We see the others running with John down the dark tunnel


INT.-Tunnel

It is so dark in that tunnel they had to pull out their flash lights

Ellen
I can’t see shit down here

John
Come on keep moving guys.

The a loud scream was made that stop them.

John
Wait

They listen to the strange sound and it’s coming closer and closer

Chad
RUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The zombies were right behind them, there must be at least 10 of them but they can’t see the zombies because of the pitch black tunnel.

They were moving, one of the zombies catching up with Ellen, she then stop and turned 

around quickly and shot the zombie in the head, when it fell done she shined her light at 

the dead body and saw that she shot a kid, looks to be 6 years old, she then continued to 

run.

John
COME ON RUNNING!!!!!!!!!

They were almost there but there were more zombies in front of them, they didn’t have 

enough ammo to kill them all.

Chad
What the fuck are we gonna do?

Brock turned to his side and saw locked.  He pointed his shotgun and shot off the pad lock.


Brock
THISE WAY!!!!!!!!!


INT.-Underground room

Brock opened the door and everybody rushed.  They closed the door before the zombies 

could get to them, they put a large pipe in the slot to lock.

Brock
Well I think are plan jus FUCKED UP!!!!!!!!!

John
We ant got time to bitch about it.  We need to keep moving

John sees Ellen sitting in a chair crying.  He goes over to her.

John
(To Ellen)
Ellen what’s wrong?

Ellen
I shot a kid

John comforts her, the screen fades away


INT.-Sewer tunnel

They were all head done a tunnel that was cold and dark and had know idea what’s down 

there.  They came up to some stairs that were going down into some dark freezing water 

that was up to their chest.

Brock
This shit is gonna slow  us down.

Amanda
I’m not goning in that


April
Me either

John
We don’t have a fucking chose in the matter

Rebecca
Bull shit!  We do have a choice.

John
Fine.  You guys can stay here and when they break threw that you’re all fucked

John walked down the stairs and into the cold dark water and then the others followed 

him.  The Screen fades away.

INT.-Sewer tunnel

The water is very cold and very high.  They have know idea what’s in there.

John
Nice and easy guys

Ellen
How far do we have to go

John
First ladder I see

We then see a zombie slowly popping it’s out of the water staring out the them and some 

zombies slowly pop their heads out of the water and then they slowly moved towards 

them.  We see then Amanda looking around for anything strange and then suddenly she 

was pulled under by the zombies.  The small waves make a nose that attracts the others 

attention.

John
WHERE’S AMANDA!!!!!!!!!!!!


Then suddenly Amanda pops up screaming and bleeding everywhere, she also has a 

missing arm and half her face bitten by the zombies.

Ellen
NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Then suddenly the zombies pop up and brought her back done and some zombies went 

after the others.  But the others opened fired on the zombies shot them in the head and 

chest, they also begin to move but the water is making them move slowly.


INT.-Sewer tunnel

The zombies are getting closer to them.  John and the others are almost to a ladder.

John
COME ON KEEP MOVING

Brock is firing his hands at the zombies Chad is firing his M4 the others are heading 

towards the ladder.  More zombies are coming from every directions.  They finally made 

it to the ladder.

John
(To Ellen)
ELLEN GET UP THERE, REBECCA, APRIL COME ON ELIZABETH LETS GO, GUYS WE ARE LEAVING!!!!!!!!!!!

Chad and Brock are slowly making their way to the ladder.

Chad
GO!!!!!!!!!

The guys made it to the ladder and started to climb.  The others were already up, while 

Brock was climbing the ladder a zombie was following him and the Elizabeth shot the 

zombie in the head cause it to fall on the other zombies.

INT.-Sewage plant

They all made it out, we can some of the zombies banging on the lid.

Brock
Where the fuck are we?

John
Looks a………sewage plant.  Come on lets keep moving

Their trying to make their way out of the sewage plant hoping to find some a way out or 

find some help

INT.-Street-Night

They made their way out of the sewage plant and into the street.  Their now hiding 

behind cars and trucks hoping they don’t get spotted by any zombies.

Ellen
(To John)
John whatta we do now?

John
I’m thinking

Brock sees a military truck parked in the middle of the street.

Brock
Wait here

John
Brock where the fuck you going

Brock runs to the truck and gets in it.


INT.-Truck

We see Brock hotwiring the truck, he gets it started and drives it over to them.


EXT.-Street

Brock
Hop in

The others got in the truck. Sean was operating the mounted gun. Brock drove away from 

the area.


INT.-Truck


John
(To Brock)
Brock where’re we going

Brock
Where do you wanna go?

John thinks long and hard on where they wanna go.

John
The police station (John points at the sign) 15 miles.

Brock
Ok

John
(To Chad)
Chad how much ammo is in there?

Chad
Plenty

John
Shot what every is on us

EXT.-Street

Brock is dodging anything that’s in the road bodies, cars and zombies.  Brock drives by 

an ambulance with its back doors open and we can see a zombie moving around in a body bag.


INT.-Truck

John
The sun is gonna be up less then 3 hours.  Which is a good thing

Ellen
(To John)
John why are we going to the police station?

John
Because if we’re lucky there could be some help there or a helicopter.

Ellen
But does anybody know how to fly a helicopter?

April
Rebecca you can fly, your taking lesson

John
(To Rebecca)
Rebecca you can fly

Rebecca
Yes, I jus don’t know how to land, I haven’t gotten that far.

John
Good enough for me!

Brock
HEADS UP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!


EXT.-Street

In front of them was an army of zombies eating people.

INT.-Truck

John
(To Chad)
CHAD SHOT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!


EXT.-Street

We can see Chad opening fire on the zombie crowed.  Heads are being popped, limbs are 

coming off, zombies are being cut in half, bullets are going everywhere.  The gun fire is 

clearing them a path threw the dead bodies and the zombies.  Some are hanging off the 

truck.


INT.-Truck

Some of the zombies are trying to get in or trying to bite them.

John
SHOT OFF!!!!!!!

John and the others are shooting the zombies that are hanging on to the truck.  We see 

Ellen shooting the zombies in the head with her revolvers.  Rebecca is doing the same but with  a shotgun.


EXT.-Street


We see Chad still shooting his mounted gun but what he doesn’t know is that a zombie 

was holding from the back and we can see it climbing up the small ladder and then 

suddenly it bites Chad on the neck, he’s screaming for life the others hear his scream.


INT.-Truck

Ellen
(To Chad)
CHAD!!!!!!!!!!!

Then we see blood coming down from Chad’s body and then his body full threw the 

sunroof and his head was missing and blood was getting on everyone.  The girls were 

screaming of the top of their lungs.  Suddenly the zombie the killed Chad stuck its head 

threw the sunroof and tried to bite on of the girls till Brock turned and pointed his double 

barreled shotgun and shot the zombie in the face, blood went everywhere.

John
BROCK TURNED!!!!!!!!!


EXT.-Street

We see that there is a big dirt hill in the road.  Brock tried to turn but it was to late he 

already the dirt and truck went flying in the air and landing on its back, sliding the road 

till it hit a car.


INT.-Truck

Everyone is banged up from the crash


Continue

John
(To Brock)
Auh shit……………nice driving Brock

Brock
Fuck you!

John
Is everyone alright?  Rebecca, April

Rebecca
Yeah we’re fine

Brock
Elizabeth!

Elizabeth
Still kicking

John
Ellen you ok? Ellen

We see that Ellen is dead, she broke her neck from the crash.

John
Come on we gotta go

One by one they all crawled out of the trashed truck.

EXT.-Street

Rebecca
So what’s the plan now?

John
Same as before.  We gotta keep moving

The started to jog the rest of the way luckly there were no zombies around…….yet.



INT.-Street


We now see the walking down the street they all look very tired.

April
(To Rebecca)
Rebecca I’m really tired

Brock
I gotcha (Brock carries April the rest of the way)

Rebecca
Thanks

Elizabeth
How far is it?

John
Right there (John points to the police station) keep moving

Brock puts down April

Brock
(To April)
April you gotta walk on your own we’re almost there.


INT.-Street-Dawn

The sun is almost up the sky is an orange color.  Their almost at the police station when 

some zombies decided to come out.

John
OH SHIT RUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Brock goes in a different direction

Elizabeth
(To Brock)
Brock where you going?

Brock

I’m gonna get them to follow me you get helicopter going and come get me down here!
Continue

Elizabeth
(To Brock)
Brock let me come with you!

Brock
NO! GET OUTTA HERE GO GO

Brock goes his way and the head towards the police station.

Rebecca
(To John)
John I hope there is some help over there!

The zombies followed Brock down the street and ignoring the others.  They made it to 

the station and there were cops there but their all dead their bodies are torn to pieces.

Rebecca
Oh my god!

John
Jesus!

Some zombies were around the station feeding on the dead cops and that’s what lights 

John’s fuse.

John
You mother fuckers (John begins to shot the zombies that are feeding on the dead bodies.

Elizabeth
(To John)
John whatta you doing?

John
You’ll get to that helicopter!

April
Whatta about you?

John
Forget me jus go!


Rebecca and them ran into the police station.


John
Come on you mother fuckers (John almost fought them off but there was to many of them so they killed him)


INT.-Police station

We see the girls running up the stairs to the helicopter.


INT.-Building rooftop

Now we see Brock on a rooftop shooting any zombies that come threw the door


INT.-Police station helipad

Elizabeth
There it is! Come on

The girls ran to the helicopter and got in.


INT.-Helicopter

April
(To Rebecca)
Come on Rebecca get this thing in the air!

Then suddenly a zombie approached the helicopter it was beating its fist into the glass, 

trying to get in and kill the girls

Elizabeth
(To April)
GET DOWN!!!!! (April ducked her head down and Elizabeth shot the zombie.



EXT.-Helipad

It’s blades were slowly starting to move but more zombies were coming out the door and 

attacking the helicopter.  Elizabeth was shooting zombies from the inside of the 

helicopter.  Finally the helicopter was in the air but that didn’t stop Rebecca from doing 

something cool.


INT.-Helicopter

Elizabeth
(To Rebecca)
Rebecca what the fuck are you doing?

Rebecca
Saying goodbye (Rebecca turns the helicopter’s blades towards the zombies heads.


EXT.-Helipad

We can see from a wide view that blades are cutting the top of the zombie’s heads off and 

blood spews everywhere creating a pool of blood on the helipad.


INT.-Helicopter

Rebecca
FUCK YOU!!!!!!

Elizabeth
Now lets go get Brock

EXT.-Sky

Now we can see the helicopter flying threw the we can also see the city is total in carnage.  We see buildings on fire, people jumping out of buildings, smoke coming from every direction.


INT.-Sky

We see the helicopter hovering over a street.

INT.-Helicopter

The girls are trying to look for Brock

Elizabeth
Where is he I can’t see him

April
There There he is!

Rebecca
Which side?

April
Right side!

Rebecca
I see him


EXT.-Building rooftop

We see Brock is still fighting off the zombies.  He hears the nose of the helicopter and looks up.

INT.-Helicopter

Elizabeth
Now land this thing!

Rebecca
I can’t don’t know how.

Elizabeth
Whatta you mean don’t know how?

Rebecca
I told you guys I don’t know how to fucking land this thing.

April
Here throw this to him (April hands Elizabeth a rope ladder)



EXT.-Sky

We see Elizabeth opening the door and tossing it to Brock


EXT.Building rooftop

We see Brock jumping on the rope ladder and climbing up.



INT.-Helicopter

Elizabeth
Ok pull him!

We can see from a wide shot of the helicopter moving away from the building.  The 

Screen fades away.


INT.-Helicopter

Brock is climbing in.

Brock
Where’s John?
Continue

Elizabeth
He didn’t make it.

Brock stops for a second to catch his and then he moved to the passenger seat.

Brock
How much fuel do we have?

Rebecca
Half tank

Brock
Is enough to get to D.C.

Rebecca
Maybe

Brock then moved back to the back of the helicopter and sat next to Elizabeth.


EXT.-Sky

We now see in a wide shot of the helicopter leaving the ruined city of New York.  Hoping to find help in their next destination or will they find what they just went threw.

The End: Opening credits begin









































































































































































